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HALDANE AT 125

Haldane, Fisher and Wright *
James F. Crow
What were these men like personally? I knew Wright intimately, having seen
him almost daily for more than 30 years. I also knew Fisher well. I ﬁrst met
him in 1946 and saw him several times, especially in the latter part of his life
when his daughter lived in my city and he often visited her. Haldane I knew
less well, mostly from casual encounters at meetings and from correspondence.
But one visit stands out. He came to the University of Wisconsin during the
last year of his life. We were able to take advantage of the fact that the rules at
another university precluded someone with Haldane’s outspoken revolutionary
views from speaking there. He was at his charming best during the entire visit
of several days.
As I said earlier, Fisher and Wright were not speaking to each other. When
Fisher visited me in the crowded Genetics Building at the University of Wisconsin, we were always careful to bring him into the building when Wright did
not happen to be in the hallway. Wright was the gentlest of men, except in one
regard-Fisher. Although he admired Fisher’s contributions to statistics, he had
little good to say of Fisher’s evolutionary views or of his character.
Wright and Haldane had great mutual admiration for each other. When
Haldane lectured at the University of Wisconsin, he was introduced with high
praise by Wright, which Haldane reciprocated when it was his turn to speak.
And they enjoyed talking to each other, for of course they had many interests
in common and much to talk about. All three men had one feature in common,
not much interest in material things. Fisher grew mice and all manner of other
experimental creatures in his home. Wright was indiﬀerent about his salary.
Haldane lived meagerly and often gave money to his students, especially after
moving to India.
I have never seen Haldane and Fisher together, but stories abound. I think
they had a love/hate relationship. They seemed to enjoy arguing with each
other on any subject whatsoever. They must have had a certain amount of
grudging admiration for each other. In particular, although he enjoyed winning
a debating point with Fisher, Haldane was always generous in his descriptions of
Fisher’s work. An oft -quoted anecdote is typical of the behavior of both men.
After one young scientist showed that he did not understand some of Fisher’s
work, Fisher said that it would be a good thing for young geneticists to spend
more time studying the work of their elders; whereupon Haldane rose to second
Fisher’s suggestion and urge all young geneticists to read Darwin.
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So, we have a study in contrasts, three outliers in orthogonal directions.
Wright was personally gentle, kind, and modest. He was ill at ease with strangers
and not given to small talk. But he became extremely talkative on any subject
that interested him, and there were many. And he could be stubborn in arguing
for his shifting balance theory or the superiority of his correlation method of
deﬁning inbreeding. Fisher was an eccentric genius. He could be charming and
he could be insulting, often with wit in either case. His statements about Karl
Pearson were masterpieces of stiletto jabs. He, too, strongly upheld his own
views. Wright ordinarily argued by repeating his own convictions, Fisher more
often by putting down his opponent. Haldane was unpredictable. With students
and young scientists he could be generous to a fault, but his unpredictable outbursts meant that they were frequently anxious, not knowing what to expect.
In scientiﬁc discussions he was more likely to oﬀer a new point or make a clarifying comment. He did not argue for his own scientiﬁc views, and often made a
point of emphasizing the relevance of the work of others. I might mention that
Haldane was always extremely generous about my work, even in instance when
I unwittingly took credit for something he had discovered long before. At the
same time, I think he enjoyed being insulting. At a meeting in The Hague, I
recall his saying something insulting about the Dutch, but excusing himself by
saying that he was impartial; he insulted everyone.
All three men had good memories. Wright could remember the minutest
details about a particular guinea pig or about one of his ancestors six generations
back. But Haldane’s memory exceeded all normal bounds. An example I have
often cited happened with my late colleague Klaus Patau. Patau loved to recite
Virgil, in the original Latin of course. At one party he was doing this and after
some minutes forgot his lines. Haldane ﬁnished it for him. Such a memory
was a great asset, for it relieved him of such humdrum chores as remembering
references or equations, so that he could take up his work at any time and place.
It enabled him to write with seemingly equal ease at his desk or on a railway
car.
Haldane was a man of paradoxes. I think the greatest paradox is this. In
science, Haldane was the most open-minded of men, able to see and appreciate
all points of view, and treating them all generously. He was as undogmatic as
anyone could be. Yet in virtually every other walk of life, and in politics in
particular, he was dogmatism incarnate.
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